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Chairman
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"For a child is born to us, and a Son is given to us, and the
government is upon His shoulder; and His name shall be
called Wonderful, Counsellor, God the Mighty, the Father of
the world to come, the Prince of Peace."
?Isaias 9:6

Philomatheia Ball
To Be Held, Jan. 14
At Copley Plaza

Scoring the sadistic beastliness
that characterizes Communistic
aggression in Catholic countries,
Arnold Lunn, famous author and
assistant professor of Apologetics
at Notre Dame University, spoke
before the combined classes and
faculty in convocation last Monday
on "A Journey Through Spain Durin the Civil War." The lecture was
sponsored by the order of the Cross
and Crown.
In reviewing the events that
led up to the revolution, Mr.
Lunn began with the abdication of
King Alphonso in 1931 despite the
80 per cent majority obtained in
the national elections. Two years
later after the left wing had gained
control of the government, the
revolution started in Asturias with
Fransisco Franco in command.
The author claimed that whenever Communists gained control a
reign of Terrorism followed. He
cited examples of destruction of
Church property and the burning
of priests and nuns and mass murder of the faithful in what was
formerly a universal Catholic
country.
Surprised at the American attitude on the issues of the war,
the author could not help recall
that the existence of liberty in
America today was made possible
through revolution. The so-called
Progressives whose concept of a
true democracy is not so much the
counting of noses as it is of red
noses, called the Spanish Reds
"Loyalists." This mistaken terminology in the light of the murder,
looting and arson which has been
committed, should be changed to
"Reds."
?

By Musical Club

Old Clothes Wanted
For Bundle Campaign
How about the old clothes
that you have kicking around
home? What are you going to
do with the Christmas cards
that you and the family are going to get next week? Don't
throw them out. The clothes, if
brought to us can be given
away to people who will be as
pleased with them as though
they were new.
The cards if they are of a
real Christmas nature can be
used by men on the missions as
helps in bringing Christ to the
heathen. Save these old things
of yours, bring them to us, and
we'll send them out where
they'll do most good. This use
of your antiques will bring a
new joy to your heart.
R. L. Booney, S.J.,
Student Counsellor.

Flynn Captain
Noted Author Speaks
Before Student Body
On Visit To Spain

Public Concert

"In the name of the entire Community at
Boston College, let me extend cordial Christmas
greetings to the entire student-body. May God grant
on the occasion of this feast, the most abundant
divine blessings on yourselves and on your families.
"The New Year of 1938 will have come before
you are assembled for school. It is my fervent wish
that this year may bring all of you the best desires
that you cherish. I will be mindful of your desires
in the holy sacrifice of the Mass."
(Signed) William J. McGarry, S.J.,
President.
"With the near approach of the Christmas
Season, it is a joy to pause and look back upon a
period of splendid achievement for the students and
faculty of our college. Content with the progress
made possible by the blessings of Divine Providence
and hopeful of even greater success in the future;
we await, with joy in our hearts, the Advent of
Our Infant Savior, confident that in this holy season
more abundant graces will be granted to our students and our faculty in their noble work.
"Today the Dean of the College is happy to extend his sincere good wishes to his students and
faculty; on the morning of Christ's Mass it will be
his privilege to offer the Holy Sacrifice for their
interests.
Merry Christmas to all!
(Signed) Joseph K. N. Maxwell, S.J.,
Dean.
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Football Team Elects
Lunn Assails
Spanish "Reds"

Charles A. Donelan, '38, of Roxbury, has been appointed chairman of the annual Philomatheia
Ball, it was announced today by
John P. Gately, Jr., president of
the Senior Class.
The Philomatheia Ball, leading
social event on the college calendar, is held each year in conjunction with the Philomatheia Club,
auxiliary to Boston College, to
benefit the Senior Class treasury.
It will take place January 14, in
the main ballroom of the Copley
Plaza Hotel from 9 p. m. until 2.
Subscription will be $6 per couple
and reservations can be made
starting Monday.
Johnny Allen and his popular
collegiate band, fresh from a tour
of New York State, will be featured. As it is the only senior
formal of the year until Commencement Week, members of the
class of 1938 are expected to attend in large numbers.
Donelan has been a prominent
member of the class of 1938 for
the past three years. He was cochairman of the successful Junior
Week last year and is managing
editor of the Stylus and Sub Turri.
He is an honor student and a member of the Cross and Crown, senior honorary society.
Assisting Donelan is a committee composed of William J. Gannon,
Paul Mulkern, James J.
Casey, Thomas F. Buckley,
Thomas J. O'Connor, Raymond S.
Perrault, John J. King, James J.
Lyon and Francis V. Stapleton.

The combined musical clubs of
Boston College will present their
first public concert of the school
year. The concert will take place
at Longwood Towers, under the
auspices of the Longwood Towers
Association. The complete musical
program has not as yet been arranged, but the Glee Club will offer
a number of Christmas carols, in
addition to classical music. The
concert will be under the direction
of Mr. Theodore Marier, '34, and
Rev. Edward Douglas, S.J., club
moderator.
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In riding about in Nationalist
Spain, Mr. Lunn saw no unfriendliness nor were the lines in various outposts
required
to be
guarded by Nationalist soldiers.
Commenting on his tour of the
front the author was impressed by
the fact that the Spaniards seemed
to prefer death rather than hard
work.
Exhorting Catholics to use their
God-given brains in arguing with
opponents he asked that facts and
explanation of facts be demanded
and not to fall into the rut of
provincialism.

ARNOLD LUNN

(Continued on Page 3)

Soph. Sodality
Host To Parents
The Sophomore section of the
Sodality of the Immaculate Conception will hold a Mother's and
Fathers' meeting on next Sunday
at 3:15 in the Library Auditorium.

The purpose of the meeting is
to give the parents of the Sodalists an opportunity to see what
their sons are doing along Sodality lines.
John Dacey '40, Prefect of the
Sophomore Sodality, will be in
charge of the meeting. There will
be four student speakers who will
talk on G. K. Chesterton, Knute
Rockne, and the Christmas Liturgy.
An open forum will be a feature
of the meeting which will close
with a short period of prayer conducted by the Moderator.

Dorchester Student
Unanimous Choice
Of Grid Squad
Ex-English High Star
Is Honor Student
And Hockey Player
The top and foremost grid honor
was conferred on Bill Flynn of
Dorchester by his teammates when
they elected him Tuesday unanimously to lead the Boston College
eleven through the 1938 football
wars.

Unexpected To Bill
The unexpected choice came as
rather a surprise to Bill, but a few
called the turn last Monday. A
reserve end and understudy of McFadden, Bill or Lefty as he is
known, saw more and more action
as each game came along. Sporting No. 13, he has never started
a game in varsity competition. It
has been his tireless effort and
conscientious work plus his winning personality that has won the
respect of the squad and the coach,
Mr. Gilmore Dobie.
It is not the first time that Lefty
has captained his team. Back at
English High in the fall of 1933,
Bill led the team through a tough
schedule besides playing center on
the independent hockey team and
the outfield on the baseball nine.
After graduating from English,
Bill went to Lawrence Academy
where he starred in the same three
sports. The following autumn he
enrolled at the Heights and played
tackle on the Frosh club.
From Tackle to End
In his sophomore year Bill was
switched from tackle to end by
Coach Dobie. He took to his new
duties and has seen plenty of action during the past two years.
The election of Flynn was very
popular both among the students,
players and coaches. Dobie complimented
the squad on its
choice and said that Lefty was one
of the finest and most conscientious
players he had ever coached.
Bill thinks that B. C. should
have a good team but will meet
plenty of stiff opposition from
such teams as Detroit, Indiana and
Holy Cross. He plans to continue
his hard work and show the 39
lettermen who elected him that he
is worthy of their choice.
According to ex-Captain Tony
DiNatale, "Bill is a sturdy and reliable player who should lead the
Eagles through an enviable 1938
season."
When asked for a statement for
the HEIGHTS, Bill replied: "I
want to thank the boys for the
honor that they have given me. I
hope that I can live up to the trust
they have placed with me. As for
next year's club, just watch us.
We have a lot of material which
is better than average and with
the assistance of this past season's
Freshman club we should go
places."
Reviewing this past season from
a player's standpoint, Bill says
that the Club that came down
from Holy Cross was the best that
he ever faced. For individual brilliance, Bill claims that Ed Berlinski, North Carolina State back,
held a slight advantage over Bill
Osmanski.
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Friday, December

ATTENTION!
Lower classmen interested in
working on the HEIGHTS as reporters or advertising: solicitors are
requested to leave their names at
the HEIGHTS' office. Commissions
are given for advertisements.
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Mothers Guests Christmas Edition of Stylus
Of Seniors At Contains Many New Features
Concert Today

By Eugene F. McAuliffe '39
Boston College's literary publiThe class of 1938 will sponsor cation, the STYLUS, appeared yesits first Mother's day program terday duplicating the initial issue
with an impressive picture-coverthis afternoon in the Senior As- ing of the Tower Building. In
sembly Hall. The program is unview of the fact that the Stylus
der the direction of the members staff is complaining of a lack of
of the Cross and Crown, senior aspiring literateurs, the present
issue seems to give no indication
honorary society.
of a really desperate plight, but on
The program will consist of a the other hand, would lead one to
Christmas concert by the Boston admire not only the abounding
College Glee Club, followed by tea quantity and assortment of writserved in the rotunda, and an in- ings, but also the genuine originality of the same.
spection of the college buildings by
As far as photography is conthe mothers. Rev. Dr. Joseph R. N. cerned, the STYLUS most assurMaxwell, S.J., dean of the college, edly deserves commendation for
will address the group and the the picturesque winter scene on
senior class faculty which will be the frontispiece. It certainly expresent.
presses a powerful interpretation
afternoon's
of Gothic spires rising majestically
The first event of the
entertainment will be the playing out of a world of snow-covered
of the Triumphal March by the pines, and seems to drive home
college orchestra. The Glee Club the dignified splendor of Alma
will then offer a group of Christ- Mater.
In literary content, the current
mas carols among which are
"Puer Natus Est," "Adoremus Te issue boasts of several fine shortChriste," "At the Cradle," "To stories, a tinge of satire, three
Thee Alone be Glory" and "Les splendid essays, and a number of
inspiring verses.
Anges."
William H. Fitzgerald deals
the
Marier,
'34,
at
Theodore N.
organ console, will render several with current book criticisms and
selections, including 'Von Himmel the results of his delvings are both
while
Hoch," "In Dulcis Jubilo," "Rhap- revealing and admonishing;
seeks
to
instill
the
Baldwin
Ralph
sodie on Christmas Themes."
atmosphere by way of
Christmas
Anthony J. DiNatale, captain of by-thoughts intermingled with huthe 1937 football team, is chairmor.
man of the Cross and Crown comPerhaps the most appealing armittee. Other members serving on
ticle is "The Last Ride," a short
the committee are James Condon, story written by Bronis Tubelis,
Paul H. Sweeney, Wm. J. Hillier, in
which he implants a truly huJr., John J. Burns, John E. Shaw, man sentiment for an old man in
Francis J. Sexton, James D. Casey,
his declining years. Then, too,
ohn F. Quinn, and Henry L. Lynch, Charles A. Donelan and Eugene V.
Jr.

.McAuliffe render an effective display of colorful imagery in their
musings on Luna; but seem to
miss the profound depth of thought
that is communicated in John Ryan's "All My Love." As far as
love poetry is concerned, the simplicity of John Williams' "Japanese Poems" with their figurative
expression lend a perfumed air of
ardent blissfulness.
Wendell Turley, in his essay "On
Being Naive" derides the current
attitude of the pretenders and dissimulators, and advocates that
"we should not be deceived by the
candor of the candid, the guilelessness of the unknowing." George
Devlin turns to a common event
in every family at some time, and
writes his essay around his majesty, the baby. "Hush, My Little
One," is indeed a typical situation
in every detail.
In his "A Third Trouble," William T. O'Connell achieves a high
goal of vitality. The story is pleasingly descriptive, crammed with
action, and yields an emotional
tinge through the veil of a single,
loosely-knitted plot.
"Shavings and Gleanings" has a
more versatile and universal scope
than in the previous edition.
Everything is commented upon;
from Humdrum Life, Mountains,
Stars, and Strong Men?to Perfume and Incense, Tears, and Shoe
Shine Psychology.
In all, the current issue of the
STYLUS is to be regarded as complete and worth while in every respect. The material produced is
of a high calibre, the treatment of
the same is well done, and the covering and frontispiece are indeed
praiseworthy.

New Captain

1

Dance Chairman
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Charles A. Donelan '38

Fulton Debates
Over Radio
The Fulton Debating Society
journeyed to Portsmouth, N. H.,
last Monday to engage Salem
Teacher's College in a radio debate
over station WHEB. Moderator
James D. Sullivan accompanied
Warren T. Cronin '38 and Ralph J.
Luise '38, who debated for the
Fulton. Boston College upheld
the affirmative side of the question:
"Resolved, that the National Labor
Relations Board should be empowered to enforce arbitration of all
industrial disputes." There was no
decision rendered.

Minimum Wage
Law Discussed
Simeon LGendre,

'39, Paul F.

Students Serve
As Stage Managers
Had

the curtain

been

drawn

Bradley, '39, and Martin Shannon, back between any one of the
scenes of Richard 111 last week,
'39, clarified many of the impor-

the

audience

would have

more

tant aspects of Wages and Hours
fully appreciated the work that is
Legislation, Wednesday, at the put into a college production by
For behind the
regular meeting of the Economics the students.
scenes
are
the
who have
stage-men
Academy. It was pointed out that
dramatics
for
the
joined
pleasure
in
the
since the minimum wage

Fort/ie Love

of Santa Claus
just sit back, relax and continue to enjoy your smoke

?

-

-

-

Filene's personal shoppers will
relieve you of your Christmas
troubles.
Park thatPained Expression! Lay that frazzled
brain away for Bigger and Better things! Let
us devote our Youth and Beauty to those
Christmas Lists that put strong men in asylums
and weary women in Shopper's Heaven!
Filene's personal shoppers never give up in
their search for the Perfect Present for a
Trusting Soul.
They'll make your Christmas budget function
respectably, saves effort on your part.
MISS WESSMAN and her Assistants will give
you leads (if you've time to do your own shopping) ; or she will take your list, your money,
your mailing instructions, and do the job to
the last elegant bow on the package.
MEN ?WOMEN! Take your foot in your
hand (as they say in the South) and get on up
to the Fourth Floor of our Franklin-Hawley
Building, and turn your troubles over to
WOMEN WHO KNOW!

of the thing even though their particular role entails nothing but
hard work.
Under Edward Ferrarone '39, as
production manager, all the details
of staging the play were directed.
The providing of props, of the
scenery itself, the settings, wardrobe, lighting, and timing are just
some of the more important headaches for a producer. Ferrarone is
now a veteran at this work for he
started back in Public Latin
School and on arriving at the College showed his ability, becoming
manager of this department in his
sophomore year.
Particular branches of this work
are handled by many assistants.
Walter MacDonough, '40, also
from the Latin School, and an experienced hand from last year's
dramatic productions, is stage
manager having the particular
duty of setting the stage for each
scene.
Classes Close Today
Joseph Tuscher, '39, who first beFor Christmas Recess
came interested in dramatics at
Classes will close for the
St. Mary's School, and another
veteran
from last year's crew, is
Christmas holidays this aftermaster of properties. Not to be
noon at 2:15 p.m. and will not
outdone by the actors themselves,
be resumed until Monday, JanTuscher came on stage for the
uary 3, 1938. The Tower referlast performance wearing an unence library will remain open,
used costume from the play and
however, if you grow lonesome
made up with shaggy eyebrows,
for your textbooks.
mustache, and red nose. The effect
was a cross between W. C. Fields
costume of Richard 111 era hoistand Groucho Marx done up in a
university ing scenery for the Boston College
Dramatic Society.
SCHOOL OF MEDICINE
Paul A. Gallivan, '39, wardrobe
master for the group, provided and
DURHAM, N. C.
took care of the necessary costuming for the play. Assisting in all
Four terms of eleven weeks are given
each year.
These may be taken condepartments were Louis Galanis,
secutively ( graduation in three and
one-quarter years) or three terms may
Robert Tilley, '40 and John W.
be taken each year (graduation in four
Heffernan, '41.
years). The entrance requirements are

United States will buy only the
necessities of life, it is of utmost
importance that should such a law
go into effect, the cost of living
be kept from increasing. For if a
minimum wage is provided for and
there follows immediately a rise in
the cost of living the benefits of
such legislation are nullified.
In support of the practicality of
a minimum wage and maximum
hours law, Martin Shannon, '39
cited the case of England, New
Zealand and Australia, where such
laws have met with fairly good
success.
At the conclusion of the Symposium, Robert Buck, moderator
of the Academy inaugurated a
plan for building up a library of
newspaper clippings. Such a library would be invaluable for future reference, said Mr. Buck.

Duke

intelligence, character and at least two
years of college work, including the
subjects specified for Grade A medical
Catalogues and application
schools.
forms may be obtained from the Dean.

Don't forget to save
your Christmas money
Senior Philomatheia Ball,
14, at the Copley Plaza.

James W. Flynn '38

Student Forum
Dear Don:
Dated coffee ia, perhaps, a good
article on any market, but we don't
like seeing our friends dated?especially when the label reads "Shopworn." And it's because we fear
you dated yourself on December
12, 1937, that we write this letter.
It's one of those things which
doesn't have to be argued out.
You know the objections just as
well as we do. That's what hurts
us so much. You didn't think them
big enough to stop you.
We all belong to the same family, Don. We have common ancestors. There's a skeleton in the
family closet too. Every once in a
while we take it out and rattle it
because we find the practice helpful. It keeps us in touch with
things from the beginning, and it
explains a good many inherited
family traits. We are not afraid
of that skeleton. It belongs to the
next man as well as to ourselves,
so we've never tried to keep it
under cover. It's a family possession.
But we don't want the family
story distorted. If we lose the
proper view of our ancestors, we
lose our own viewpoint. We can't
afford to do that. It means too
much. Anyone who misrepresents
the family history is hurting us?
the family. We don't want that;
we won't have it. That's why we
refuse to allow any tampering
with the history. We don't laugh
at jokes that belittle it. It must
not be touched by unclean hands.
You have done some of these
things, Don. Why?
Perhaps you had to do it. Maybe you looked at the whole thing
as a joke and didn't consider the
evil in it. But we don't know. We
can't defend you; we would like
to forgive you; and, if we don't
hear any more about it, we may
have to condemn you.
Quite a few "Charlie McCarthy"
dolls have been sold in Boston,
Don. We thought that the youngsters, our brothers and sisters,
would enjoy them. December 12
changed that. We hope now that
we won't see one of them in the
house on Christm?.s Day. It would
be out of place. Poor Charlie has
been in bad company and some of
the infection still clings to him.
Dated coffee didn't taste very
good last Monday morning, Don.
Yours,

The Sodalist of
Boston College.
P. S. ?This letter has been sent
to Don Ameche.
As we go to press we are pleased
to note that the promoters of the

Charlie McCarthy Radio Hour have
made the following- statement: "It
was a mistake and we can assure
the public at large that the same
mistake will not be made again."

When the actors and even the
directors are taking their bows at
some of the final curtain the stagemen have
for the to stay behind the scenes to open
January and close the curtain for the
thespians who receive the plaudits
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Fulton To Meet Dramatic Society Scores Hit
With Richard III Offering
Cambridge

ARNOLD LUNN
(Continued from Page 1)

"Pinkish professors and newspapers in justifying the destruction of Church property point that
the Church controlled one-third of
the property of Spain, while the
truth of the matter is that the
Church has had five successive
disendowments, has managed to
educate and performed works of
mercy. "It is odd," he added, "that
this should come from professors
of highly endowed institutions."
The Spirit of Christian Spain
was nobly exhibited during the
siege of the Alcazar, he continued,
where 4,000 Communists proved to
be yellow and quitter's at the hands
of 183 Nationalists at Seville.
Persecution, he asserted is the
natural climr.te of the Church and
from such persecutions as is now
aging in Spain have arisen such
men as Tertullian and Walpole.
]

See

BILL THE TAILOR

For
Up-to-date
FULL DRESS SUITS
TUXEDOS
CUTAWAYS
CHESTERFIELD COATS
TOP HATS
and
ALL ACCESSORD3S
-

For Hire
2319 Mass. Ave., Cambridge
Eliot 0600
Open Evenings

Surpassing themselves in all
phases of its performance, the
thespians of the boston College
Dramatic Society presented "Richard III" at John Hancock Hall last
Friday and Saturday evenings under the direction of the Rev. John
L. Bonn, S.J.
In itself, the play was a difficult
one for amateur Shakespearians
to produce, since the parts of the
women characters are highly emotional and caused no little difficulty for the young men who
played them. However, the success which they achieved was
ample reward. The villainous character of the humpback tyrant
gave to the play that retaining
element which holds the interest of
an entertainment-seeking audience
and the enthusiasm which permeated the whole production penetrated into the minds of the assembly.

Outstanding in his portrayal of
the title role of "Richard III,"
Laurence S. Mullin, '38, president
of the Dramatic Society, received
the well-deserved plaudits of the
audience. His superb acting, plus
a realistic make-up job, furnished
a perfect villian, a characterization which Mr. Mullin may regard
as the climax thus far of his stage
career. Complete self-confidence
and seeming nonchalance coupled
with his dramatic skill enabled him
to play the part of the cunning,
cruel, treacherous and hypocritical
outcast of society that was the
Duke of Gloster who later became
King Richard 111.
Paul L. Schultz, '38, as Buckingham, handled his difficult part
with the ease of an actor of long
professional experience. His impressive appearance and the restraint with which he read his
lines, lent an air of dignity to his
excellent performance.
Equally magnificent was the
portrayal of Thomas McDonald,
'39, in the role of the aged Lord
Stanley. Mr. McDonald played the
part of the likeable old Lord in
the same distinctive manner which
has always marked his stage work.
A great deal of credit is due
Francis E. Sullivan, '38, whom
many expected to see in a "tux"
as an usher but were astonished
at finding him capably handling
the part of Sir William Catesby,
substituting in the absence of Mr.
William O'Connell who was stricken ill suddenly. Having only a
few hours in which to prepare his
lines, Mr. Sullivan turned in a fine
performance, although, as he himself admits, injecting bits of his
own genius to the lines of the
master.
Although their deep baritone voices
gave them away, their costumes,
make-up and clever acting substituted adequately for co-eds. Mr.
Dromey with sandy colored wig, a
chalky countenance and an appropriate hobble supported the intricate role of the ancient mother of
the king, in commendable style.
ATTENTION!
Lower classmen interested in
working on the HEIGHTS as reporters or advertising solicitors are
requested to leave their names at
the HEIGHTS' office. Commissions
are given for advertisements.
Don't forget to save some of
your
Christmas money for the
Senior Philomatheia Ball, January
14, at the Copley Plaza.
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Sir John Ratcliffe, enacted by
the very capable Mr. Paul R. Sullivan '38, offered an amusing interpretation by a jaunty gait and
an airy, waving and knotting of a
silk handkerchief; a very effeminate falsetto voice completed the
excellent portrayal.
Due to an oversight of Mr.
Shakespeare, the part of Henry,
Earl of Richmond was not spread
sufficiently

throughout

the

omore, Mr. Duffy's vivid interpretation of last Friday and Saturday
night won him the acclaim of all

Greely, McMahan
Win In Marquette
Meeting

aid them.

French Academy
Plans Drama
Joseph Lynch, '40 and Thomas
Duncan, '40, members of the team

of

By a vote of 14-12, the members
the Marquette Debating Society-

Tuesday expressed their preference for withholding further powers from the National Labor Relations Board. The question debated
was: "Resolved, that the National
Labor Relations Board should be
empowered to enforce arbitration
in all industrial disputes.
The affirmative was supported
by William Granville '40
and
Thomas Duffy '40. The decision
was awarded to Edward Greely
'40 and Henry McMahan '40, who
defended the negative.
The affirmative argued that the
Labor Board at present is powerless to prevent strikes which are
harmful to all?the strikers, the
employers, and the people in general. Furthermore, they stated,
that the decisions of the Board
are ineffective since they cannot
be enforced. Said Mr. Granville,
"It is necessary that the Board be
granted judicial powers, in order
that its decisions may be advantageously carried out."
The Negative answered that if
the Board were given power to
prevent strikes, Labor would suffer materially, since the power to
strike is Labor's only weapon. As
a result, illegal strikes would be
inevitable. "Furthermore," said
Mr. Greeley, "the Board has failed
in its present work since it solves
but a small percentage of the cases
brought before it. Why," he added,
"should we give more work to a
board that can not handle its present assignments."

who witnessed the production.
Rev. John L. Bonn, S.J., who which represented Boston College
succeeded Rev.
Joseph Curran, in the French Oratorical contest at
S.J., as director of the Dramatic Regis College last week, presented
Society is to be congratulated on
their speeches before the weekly
a fine piece of work and on an exof the French Academy,
meeting
ceptionally well finished presentaMonday
afternoon.
tion of Shakespeare. Judging from
the enthusiasm and ability disAnnouncement was made at the
played in his first offering, Father
meeting that the play to be given
Bonn should lead the dramatists
the French Academy as part of
by
through a very successful year.
the
Diamond Jubilee program,
He deserves much credit for his
mature and . painstaking direction commemorating the 75th anniverwhich gave the play a remarkably sary of the college, will be preprofessional tone.
sented in conjunction with Regis
One feature which seemed outCollege, February 26, in the Colonstanding in the play was the seeming presence of modern slang, ial Theatre. The play chosen is
which, it is said, Shakespeare cre- Racine's tragedy, "Esther." The
ated. It was very noticeable that male parts will be enacted by the
whenever one of these lines was B.
C. students with the Regis girls
recited, the audience derived much
in
the female roles. The chorus
amusement from it.
An added feature of the evening will be composed of Regis students
was the rendering of appropriate and members of the Boston Symmusic by the Boston College Or- phony orchestra will furnish the
chestra and Glee Club under the
music.
direction of Mr. Theodore Marier.
The complete cast is as follows:
Henry VI, King of England,
Edward Rooney, '40
Edward, Prince of Wales,
John Driscoll, '39
Richard, Duke of York,
John Fox, '41
Richard, Duke of Gloster,
Laurence Mullin, '38
George, Duke of Clarence,
r
Frederick Bowen, '41
THE STORE
Henry, Earl of Richmond
Thomas Duffey, '40
FOR MEN
Cardinal Boucher, Archbishop
j
of Canterbury, James Dailey, '38
Henry Stafford, Duke of BuckPaul L. Schultz, '38
ingham,
THERE SEEMS TO
Edmund Plantagenet, Earl of
Rutland, Master Francis Mahan
Thomas, Duke of Norfolk,
Francis Connors, '40
.-.
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Daily rates: Single rooms,
from $2.50; double, from
$3.50. Special rates by
the week. 600 rooms?
each one an outside room
with private bath.

MUrray Hill 4-3900

Gentlemen's Agreement

f Santa Shop for <J\len
ft.

2 blocks east of Grand Central
304 East 42nd Street
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Stop at the Hotel Tudor and
be near to Fifth Avenue
shops, theatres and clubs.
The Hotel Tudor is located
in fashionable Tudor City,
New York's smart residential community. It has spacious lobbies, a delightful
cocktail lounge, and a flair
for courteous and efficient
service.

Music Headquarters
BOSTON MUSIC CO.

I
k

jj

your

116 Boylston Street
Boston
Hancock 1561

72 Harrison Ave.,
which will begin at 2 p. m.
Sunday.
Lower classmen interested in
making Christmas happier for
the unfortunate, are urged to
go to the Workshop Sunday.
The work is light and the
hours whatever you wish to
make them.
Students with cars may bring
three or four other fellows to

Workshop,

play

but remained until the last act.
Mr. Thomas Duffey, '40, who shone
so brightly in the two productions
of last year, out-did himself in his
excellent characterization of the
above hero. Though only a soph-

The
Season's Greetings

from

Boston College students are
asked to cooperate in the annual work done by the Post Santa

Would Curb
Labor Board

!

The Fulton Debating Society of
Boston College will renew its intercollegiate activities immediately
after the Christmas recess when
it opposes the formidable Cambridge Lyceum, a club composed
of college graduates and undergraduates, January 5, in Cambridge. The Fulton will uphold the
affirmative side of a very important and vital proposition: "Resolved, that the present spending
program of the Administration is
detrimental to the best interests
of the American people."
Ever since the inauguration of
the new Roosevelt administration
in 1933, the Government has sponsored a huge spending program
calculated to break the grip of the
depression and put America back
on its feet. Many people today
point to the immeasurable good
that has been accomplished in aid
of the poor and in the preservation
of American natural resources.
Still others point to the alarming
public debt and the restraining influence of spending on business
recovery as reasons for discontinuing the policy. The conflict of
opinion is sharp and decisive.
Leonard F. Stanton, '38, and
Paul L. Schultz, '38, will debate
for the Fulton.
Stanton is secretary of the Fulton as well as secretary of the
Sodality. He is also a member of
the Sodality lecture team and has
been active in debating both in the
Marquette and in the Fulton. He
has been an honor student for three
years, a member of the dramatic
the Playshop.
Society and of
Stanton has aided considerably
this year in the rebirth of the
Fulton.
Schultz is President of the Fulton and past president of the
Marquette. He entered B. C. on a
scholarship and for the past three
years has been in the Honors
course. In addition to being a
member of the Playshop, he has
been active in dramatics for three
years, and is a member of the
Sodality lecture team on Communism. Due to the pressure of
dramatic activities, this will be his
first debate for the Fulton this
year.

By Arthur V. Cullen '40

Student Aid

.

Schultz And Stanton
To Oppose Roosevelt
Spending Program

Post Santa Enlists
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man floundering
B about in a Woman's
so we've gathered

gifts
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The Approach Of Christmas
world, bewildered and dissolute, faces the passing of
another yearly landmark and awaits the New Year with
fearful expectation. Ominous clouds of threatening warfare,
unreasoned hatred, and annihilated principles, blacken the
skies of clear and sensible thought. Living in an age where
the great strides of civilized progress are lauded in each new
labor-saving device, in each new scientific discovery, and in
each new governmental theory, it is disgraceful to admit that
barbarism has clung to the heels of cultural advancement.
Yet, in both national and international issues, it is evident
that customs and education, have been tainted with barbaric
motives and actions. War-torn European nations have, in the
past few years, suffered persecution, oppression, and ruthlessness, which would parallel the days of Nero's inhuman
amphitheater. In our own country, political vultures have
sucked the blood of patriotism from the hearts of some of
our honest citizens until we are forced to hearken to the
menacing cries of God-less government.
But these are the results of man-made laws; these are
the rules of human origin.
Only one Institution has weathered the darkest and
leanest eras of human achievements
and that Institution
is the Catholic Church. For nineteen centuries, She has
warded off the attacks of prejudice and bias. This, She will
continue to do until the end of Time because She has Divine
Guidance; because She was founded by God and is impenetrable. Every year, She celebrates the Birth of Jesus Christ
and every year the spirit of Bethlehem rejoices in the hearts
and souls of God-loving and God-fearing peoples who still
look for guidance from the Infant Savior who came on earth
to lead and guide a distressed civilization many centuries
ago. "Peace to men of good will" was among the blessings
Christ brought with his humble nativity and the same peace,
peace of heart, peace with the Supreme Maker and peace with
man's neighbor might exist throughout the world if man
would only follow the example of the three Magi and put
faith and trust in God instead of in earthly rulers and earthly
principles.
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eye and many more of them."
neglects to include it in his cafeMy mother hid this Christmas teria music box. .
Tom Gately,
card carefully because she was our Society Editor, is the best
afraid that the board of health connoisseur of dance music at the
would have the house quarantined Heights.
By "Buzz" Carey,'38
if they heard about it. It was
?T?
pretty bad but it wasn't much
Sleigh rides are coming back
Before the undergraduates break worse than the cute black Scottie into their own as a winter pasranks and scatter from Lake dogs.
time. During the holidays, Ray
Street for the holidays, there is
Perrault and Tom Guinea will
one last message that this
sponsor one over the roads to
ment would like to pass along to
Tewksbury and John Larkin will
each and everybody, a message
take his grandfather's pung out
which cannot be emphasized too
of the attic to give a few of his
friends a ride over the West Roxstrongly. I would rather not have
any cute little black Scottie dogs
bury Parkway.
At least half
on my Christmas cards this year.
of the student body will work "on
I have nothing personal against
the mails," many will wrap bundles
Scottie dogs. As a matter of fact,
at the various department stores
I number several Scottie dogs and
and still others will just sit around
a few Sealeyhams among my best
eating hard candy and listening to
friends. I simply believe that the
the radio. .
Jack Cahill, of
By Robert D. Callahan '38
Scottie has his place and it isn't
Senior B, the old coxswain himWe had just finished packing
on a Christmas card. From what I
self, will sell you a ticket to the
our
Psychology book and a 1927
hear, the Scotties are beginning to
West Lynn Rowing Association's
Stylus into our lunch-box along
feel the same way about the situdance tonight at the Happy Valley
with a swiss cheese sandwich we
ation. They know that they are
Golf Club . . . eighty cents a
found in the Library and were
getting to be a drug on the market
couple.
heading home for the holidays
and they are sick and tired of
?T?
when we suddenly remembered
being called "cute" by admiring
A
merry,
merry
Christmas and
that there was a HEIGHTS to atwomen.
a happy, happy New Year.
.
tend to
Life is like that.
I was talking about the matter Christmas again and another halfonly recently with a Scottie dog year faded into history. . . . We
named Moe Farbstien, an unem- heard a rumor yesterday that the
Inquiring Reporter
ployed college graduate who has second half may pass even more
been turning an honest dollar help- swiftly, so arm or disarm yourBy John F. Myer, '38
ing me with my biology three selves accordingly.
nights a week. "It's not our fault
T
if we are cute," he says. "I don't
of
student's atWorthy
every
see why people have to go around
By Ed Corrigan '38
tention
is
the
annual
Bundle Cam"Should College Men Marry Colreminding us of the fact all the
time. Frankly, I am fed up. Some- paign. . . . You can send happi- lege Women?"
times I wish I was a Collie so that ness into homes where it seldom
The other morning the passengI would be able to live my own dwells by merely bringing in any ers of the East Braintree Express
old clothing you do not need and stormed into the locker room and
life."
Moe isn't saying anything about leaving it in the Band Room be- empowered me to settle the questhe exploitation of the Scottie in fore next Friday. . . There is tion as to whether college men
connection with whiskey, gasoline, something more to the real Christ- should marry college women. Your
mas spirit than exchanging gifts inquiring reporter roamed amid the
cigarettes and other kinds of advertising but he feels that the and eating turkey. . . . Along this philosophical discussions of the
Christmas card tie-up is carrying line you might well consider the upper classmen and the poetic creBoston Post Santa's call for as- ations of freshmen to discover how
a good thing too far.
sistance. . . . Joe McCarthy would B. C. men felt towards the baffling
"Now I ask you, what does
like to see a good B. C. delegation question. To the Seniors the quesChristmas mean to us Scotties
at
the Post Santa's wrapping de- tion was, for the most part, too
anyway?" he mutters, brushing
partment, 72 Harrison Avenue, dangerous to answer publicly, the
the holly and berries out of his
Sunday afternoon. . . . Joe HartiSophomores and Juniors were bewhiskers. "I spend the whole day
gan's hockey team has promised ginning to see the light, while the
getting stepped on by the grownso have the Regis and Freshmen positively beamed at the
ups who clutter up the whole to help and
Emmanuel girls.
thought of it. Among the most
house and hiding from the nieces
interesting
replies were:
T
and nephews who keep picking me
Scannell
'41?"You will have
Ray
Congratulations are the order of
up and carrying me from one room
to
brother,
ask
my
Herb, or my
day
"Lefty"
Flynn,
the
for
James
to another. It takes me a week
to recover and the steady diet of the Eagles' new grid captain. . . . cousin, Euk. They are both Senturkey left-overs that I get doesn't A fine choice and a fine fellow. iors and know all the answers?
especially my cousin."
. . . Preparations have already behelp any."
Henry Dean '38?It's a dead isBall,
for
the
Philomatheia
regun
The Scottie angle is only one of
sue because when love strikes, well,
"Tubber"
Resports
John
Gately.
the distressing features of the nait's the beginning of the end."
tional Christmas card trade, which ervations may be made daily at
John Driscoll '39?"Depends on
Igloo,
being
the necessary
$6
is steadily going from bad to the
the individual every time."
bond.
Paul
Sullivan
points
.
.
.
worse and back again. Your re"Gappy" Bryan '38?"A
girl
porter is coming out vigorously right at Ed Corrigan when he says
won't
learn anything in college
with both thumbs down on the cute "It is one thing to be quoted, anthat will help her when she is
black dogs this season but there other thing to be quoted wrongly
married. It's the girl, not the eduand
still
another
to
be
when
quoted
are a number of other stock greetcation that counts."
ing forms which are enough to you have said nothing."
Roger Battles '40?"No, it's a
harden the arteries of an average
T
bad idea to marry a college girl.
carol singer and make a Christmas If we were Santa Claus we would
She might be smarter than you
tree shed its fir and fall apart.
derive a great deal of joy in leav- and that's bad."
The mailman on our route has ing the following Xmas gifts:
Ralph Worth '39?"Just marry
orders to be pretty careful about
Jack Myers?A pair of rosethe girl and educate her later."
the stuff he delivers in our hallway colored glasses
next week. Last year he buried
Tom Guinea?A new comb
all the suspicious looking cards
Gil Dobie?A new gray fedora
under a snow pile in the back yard
John Canney?A set of a dozen
where they were burned after the toy marines
spring thaws, but he slipped up a
John P. Curley?Fewer muddy
couple of times and brought in Saturdays
two or three modernistic drawings
By Tom Gately '38
Larry M u 11 i n s
A box of
of skiers in red ink on shiny black make-up and some play without
papers?not to mention a sailboat a title role
Outstanding among the Christscene and a silhouette of a tin solJack Gately?A bottle of Italmas
vacation socials is next Thursdier with a tulip growing out of ian balm for his right hand
day's party at the Continental in
his gun, a design which was wringJohn Gaquin?A book of ediCambridge, sponsored by the Stag
ing with the true Yuletide spirit. torials by Wm. Allen White
Club in conjunction with the Phi
These were bad enough but they
Frank Co a d y and Richard Alpha Kappa
Sorority of Belmont.
were mild compared with another Powers ?Regrets that they can't
'For
dancing
the committee precard which did not arrive until afrun for re-election
sents Fran Ritchie and his orchesthe
ter Christmas because
Post
Billy Fraser?A new broom
tra?a band which has steadily
Office refused to handle it. It had and a copy of "Pilgrim's Proggained favor with "those who apto be shipped by express arid the ress"
preciate the best in dance tunes.
government required it to carry
To the Faculty--100,000 gal. From a series of successes
license plates. I have neither the lons of blue ink
throughout New England
and
time nor the space to give you
Jim Casey?An adding ma- with
advance engagements at the
a detailed description of it here chine
Dartmouth Winter Carnival?this
but I will supply a few hints and
Gene Sales?A set of flannel band
comprising four saxes, three
you may be able to gather an idea
underwear for his roadster
bass, three rhythm and leader?
if you are really interested.
Tom Buckley?An alarm clock features
that swingy style so popBill Grimes?Another guess
I am not sine whether the
ular with college folks. . . . Those
Christmas card was animal, vegJoe McCarthy?A Sears Roewho desire a pre-Christmas sock,
buck catalog
etable or mineral but it was covbulging with merriment and good
ered with foliage and it spoke two
T
music
see Will Donovan, Ed
languages fluently. It was wired
"Junie" King, manager of Toomey. or Cambridge Jim
Casey
for sound and whenever an innohockey, is planning a hockey partv for reservations.
cent bystander opened the flap of for the B. U. game which is schedThe Cross and Crown party at
the envelope, it would play a uled for Jan. 14, the same night Long-wood Towers,
December 30,
Tommy Dorsey recording of as the Philomatheia Ball.
A features Ken Reeves' music
for
"Jingle Bells" and give an electri- special section will be reserved for 9-1 dancing.
Judging from the
cally transcribed dramatization of those in tuxedoes and evening
scarcity of invites this should be
Dicken's "Christmas Carol" with gowns who would like to see the a thoroughly
distinctive and differFreddie Bartholomew playing the Eagles beat the Terriers before ent affair.
part of Scrooge. Oh, I almost for- going over to the Copley Plaza.
On December 28, the class of
got. Between the music and the
Tabloid recommends "Once in '37 travels toward the
Belmont
play, a red neon sign would light a While" as the best song hit of Springs Country
Club for its first
up in the background, spelling out recent months.
. . Mr. Sullivan reunion?renewal
of old friendthe words, "Here's mud in your is passing up a good thing when he ships and chatting
about old times.
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Arnold Lunn

an historian has written himself into the Catholic
church, and many a man has found with his discovery
of the true church a zeal that surpasses that of some of our
most ardent lifelong believers. Such a man is Arnold Lunn,

who faced the facts of history, followed the truth to its logical conclusion, and today fights ardently and sincerely for a
cause that once commanded his opposition.
The story of Lunn's life is the story of one who converted himself by seeking the defects in a system or a church
which is destined for eternal life. And with his conversion,
Lunn set about to enhance that church by lending his every
effort to stem the opposition to her. Today he is probably
the outstanding Catholic layman fighting the Christian cause
against Communism.
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In his recent book, Mr. Lunn forewarned that England
and the United States may suffer a severe attack from a
minority resembling that which aroused the trouble in Spain.
He may be right. And we have every reason to trust his
judgment. But we can also follow his advise, and we can
also evidence a like appreciation of the honor and privilege
that is ours of being members of the one church that fulfills
the prophesy of Christ, "It shall be persecuted."
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At the assembly last Monday, Lunn told the true story
of Spain, and, as one who has first hand information, he
verified our knowledge that the Communists are directly
responsible for the trouble in Spain. His tales of atrocities
were simple, and yet the lesson he taught is deep and inspiring. His simple conclusion was one that only an ardent
and sincere man could make, "Pray for Spain." The writings
and lectures of Arnold Lunn will go a long way toward stemming the tide of Communism. The remedies he proffers are
sound and wise. "Just tell everybody that Communists are
cowards." That is his cure. And that coupled with the
prayers which he earnestly solicits will drive an Atheistic
doctrine into discard.
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Putting a quietus to the incessant flow of ugly rumors that surrounded the coaching situation at
Boston College. the Graduate
Board met last week and voted
their support to Gilmour Dobie as
head coach.
The primary purpose of the
monthly meeting was to name the
members of the football squad who
were eligible for letters. But in
view of the disastrous season just
past and the publicity that was its
consequence, the meeting was reported to be one in which the fate
of the coach was to be decided.
With every day bringing forth
a new nominee as Mr. Dobie's successor, the situation had reached
an acute stage and had to be
recognized.
meeting of

Accordingly,

in

the

last Thursday, this
situation was recognized and the
Board, in voting to hold Coach
Dobie to his contract, put an end
to much ado about nothing.
The members of the board are:
Father Francis V. Sullivan, John
P. Curley, Henry J. Kiley, Dr.
Cornelius T. O'Connor, Charles E.
Darling, Stephen Patten, William
H. Ohrenberger, Warren P. McGuirk, Rev. Daniel J. Donovan,
John Mackin, Gerald F. Coughlin.
After the Dobie situation had
been settled, the Board turned to
the matter at hand, namely the
matter of letters. Three players
were awarded insignias, who had
never competed in a major game.
They were Tom Buckley, Walter
LePeisha, and John Killian, Senior
members of the Junior Varsity.
The 40 men who are to receive
letters are: Captain Anthony DiNatale, Captain-elect Bill Flynn,
Louis Kidhardt, Andrew Lentini,
Ira Jivelekian, Dick Cummings,
Frank Connelly, Bill Holland, Bill
Griffin, John Janusas, Pete Cig-

netti, Tom Guinea, Art Allan,
James Kissell, Vito Ananis, John
Connolly, Leo Logue, Walter Bryan, John Murphy, John Morris,
Charlie McCarthy, Ray Perrault,
Dan McFadden, Tom Buckley, Leo
Reardon, Walter LaPeisha, Dick
Harrison, Andrew Bismarck, Ernie
Schwotzer, Roger Battles, Jim Cahill, Dave Lucey, Fella Gintoff,
Ralph Worth, Hugo Blandori, John
Murray, Henry Woronicz, Al Horsfal, John Killian, and Bill Mahoney,
(manager):

Sophomores Plan
Christmas Social

The most important single announcement concerning the Sophomore Christmas Social, beyond the
fact that the dance music will be
furnished by Wayne Miller and hisi
Orchestra, formerly of New York's
French Casino, is that the sale of
tickets will be limited.
This limit has been set because
the Committee wishes to avoid
crowding on the dance floor, and
also because the date of the Social,
December 10, conflicts with the
date of the Dramatic Club's presentation of "Richard in."
However, the dance and the play
are not in competition with one another, and the following solution
to the difficulty was presented and
agreed upon. Friday, December
10, will be Freshman-Junior night
at "Richard III," while the Sophomores and their dance under the
Tower, and Saturday, December 11
will be Sophomore-Senior night at
the play.
The Dance Committee plans to
make good music and refreshments
the order of the evening. The
music will be very good, as those
who heard Wayne Miller's Orchestra at the pre-Temple game dance
can attest. The Committee has
promised to provide refreshments
which will please one and all.
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Stylus Demands Recount;
Claim 58-9 Win Over Heights
By Grantland Twomey '38
of the Stylus Staff
Before a raving mass of 25,999
fans, the slugging Stylites from the
library building lived up to pregame expectations in pounding the
HEIGHTS men into the turf of
Alumni Field last Friday afternoon, 58-9. Led by their AllChestnut Hill back, Charles "Beefer" Donelan who roared off tackle
consistently for touchdown whirls,
the Stylites proved beyond a doubt
that the pen is mightier than the
typewriter. Not a whisper sneaked
up from the victory-starved follow2rs of the cellar boys as they
slinked off the gridiron for a hot
shower and a musty. One fan,
however, is reported to have heard
Mrs. Callahan utter a sigh of relief as the horn blasted for the
finis of the slaughter and cessation
to the beating which her gallant
son was undergoing.
Bronnie Tubelis, the mighty
monad from Montello, swept the
ends all afternoon until Canney
and Sullivan howled to the bench
for relief. They were both replaced
by coach Tom Buckley. Buckley
had been in the game only a few
minutes when he was carried off
the field after running into "Spike"
Toomey, a veteran Stylus tackle
who was playing his eleventh Stylus-Heights game.
Bill Frazer claims that the rout
of the Heightsmen was due to lack
of practice and poor physical condition. On one play supposed to be
a 'triple-lateral-mousetrap-spinner'
(That's what coach Buckley called
it), Tom True and Bob Power, the
HEIGHTS running guards, pulled
out of the line and ran head on

Latin Academy
To Give Play

McNulty Thanks
Student Body

meeting of the Latin
Academy held last Thursday, plans
for the production of an original
Latin play were completed. The
play, written by Paul Devlin '39,
vice-president of the Academy, will
be presented sometime in January,
and rehearsals have already begun.
The cast is made up of the following :
Cicero, Paul Devlin '39; Archias,
John Cosgrove '38; Gratius,
Thomas Foley '40; Praetor, William McMann '38; Lucullus, James
Hunt '38; Lentullus, Leonard Stanton 38; Metellus, Eugene McAuliffe
'40; Two Hecklers, Joseph Carroll
'41, Paul Hackett '41; Three
Slaves, John Corbett '40; Raymond
Flynn '41, Paul True '41; Heraelean
Witness, Robert Philipps '40.

Speaking in behalf of the
boxing team Johnnie McNulty
thanked those present at yesterday's boxing bouts for their
enthusiastic support and promised that there would be several
such tournaments staged
throughout the year if the student body is willing to support
this activity.
For those who did not attend
the show we might say that a
fine show was missed and we
join with Coach Burns in asking you to get behind the boxers with your support. They
are trying to do their part.
How about you? Come on fellows, give them a hand.

ATTENTION!
Don't forget to save some of
your Christmas money for
the
Senior Philomatheia Ball, January
14, at the Copley Plaza.

Lower classmen interested in
working on the HEIGHTS as re-

At the

ATTENTION!

porters or advertising solicitors are
requested to leave their names at

the HEIGHTS' office. Commissions
are given for advertisements.

on our entire Fall and Winter

stocks of Leopold Morse clothing

SAVE $5.25 to
Exclusive University Shop styles
and patterns
the suits and
overcoats you want, tailored
with the quality and dependability for which Leopold Morse
has long been famed. The largest
selections in Cambridge, made
possible only by our affiliation
with New England's foremost
retail manufacturer
at tremendous reductions NOW?
weeks ahead of schedule.
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Where then are the grounds for
opinions between both
parties? They certainly cannot be
attributed to the Academic curriculum by either the Junior or Senior years. For in both of these
classes the B. S. men, as well as
the A. B. men, are required to partake of the same ingredients of
logic, epistemology, ethics, psychology and religion. These are
the studies that formulate the
man.
How then can a fellow when he
comes to college forget all these
binding sources of harmony? Why
should a man be discordant with
his friend, one way or the other,
if one should choose the B. S.
course for the purpose of attaining his vocation in life, and another the A. B. course for his ultimate goal? To what profit would
a B. S. degree be to the man heading for the clergy, the law, or business; and then to what profit
would an A. B. degree be to the
chemist, biologist, or physicist?
It is evident from a broadminded consideration of all the intermingling concords of good-fellowship here, that the gentleman
from the B. S. course was a trifle
hasty in his pronouncement of disapproval upon a mere witticism.
Respectfully,
Eugene F. McAuliffe, Jr.
A. B. Junior Class.
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In spite of Drastic Reductions you
can still charge it?ten-week and
three-month plans.
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To the Editor of the Heights
In an open letter published in
the last issue of the Heights, a
gentleman from the Bachelor of
Science course expurgated himself
of a frenzied incensement bordering upon indignant maliciousness.
He was greatly perturbed because
a HEIGHTS feature writer had included an English translation for
a Latin phrase with the quotation:
"For the benefit of the B. S. men."
This statement of the irritated
scientist is not to be regarded as
a quibbling manifestation of poor
sportsmanship; but on the other
hand, as a daring declaration and
a true criterion of the innermost
feelings prevailing between the
Bachelor of Science and Bachelor
of Arts
courses here at the
Heights. There seems to be evidenced an undercurrent of unwarranted hostility both on the part
of the Latin, Greek, and Modern
Language scholars as well as those
pursuing the curriculums of Education, Chemistry, Biology, and
Physics.
The basic or motivating causes
for such an attitude is indeed a
perplexing one. Are we not all
Boston College men, and are we
not all aspiring with mutual inspiration to the further glory of
the same Alma Mater? Can it be
denied that in the Freshman and
Sophomore Classes, the B. S. men
enjoy the study of the Romance
Languages and the studies of English and Religion shoulder to
shoulder with the A. B. men under
the same professors And in turn
is it not common for the men in
A. B. to attend the Science classes
with the same professors and even
the same textbooks as the B. S.
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/nto each other. Dromey, the ball
carrier, frantic from his inability
to gain attempted to pass, but was
spilled by Sergeant Short who
came from nowhere to make the
tackle.
Big Jim Casey, the only man the
literateurs respected on the
HEIGHTS before the game, turned
out to be the joke of the season.
It was later discovered that Slug
Callahan, chief pencil pusher for
the yellow journal, put him in to
make eleven men. He was mousetrapped all afternoon by Fay and
ironman Toomey. Donelan finally
let him tackle him because he
threatened to go home and take
his football with him.
The only play in which the
journalists really looked like a
football team took place in the
closing minutes of the game. Getting into position with a ten-man
line and Callahan in the ball-carrying position, Dromey suddenly
pulled out of line and came dashing into the backfield. Callahan,
faking a lateral to him, hid the
ball under his jersey and began to
sneak down the sideline under
cover of the crowd which had
drifted onto the field. Most of the
Stylites were sucked in by Dromey
except Devlin and Kerr who, seeing his helmet bobbing over the
heads of the crowd, rushed over to
make the kill. Callahan stopped,
glanced at the stands to see if
anyone was looking, and jumped
off the sideline while the umpire
blew his whistle and the crowd
booed.
Joe McCarthy and Bob Powers
were thrown out of the game in
the last period for lighting twoinch cannons in a desperate attempt to scare the Stylites into
submission.
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Boxing Carnival Proves A Huge Success
Fighters Show
Plenty During
First Bouts
Cafeteria Scene
Of Fisticuffs
Before 250

and Tom Mahan of Freshman doing the honoi-s. Both lads were
surprisingly fast for big fellows
and were not backwards at mixing
it. King was very impressive in
close fighting and it was his cleverness in this department that
caused his opponent no little trouble. Again the heavyweight division held the floor when Leo
Harrison, another battling footballer took on Henry Zajowski, a
Freshman, in the eight meeting of
the afternoon, Zajowski, a finalist
in last year's Golden Gloves Tournament, was the more accomplished of the two; however, Harrison was not to be beaten as for
his gameness, and he made a very
interesting match in the three
rounds that he toiled with his foe.
As for competition, the bout between George Whittaker of Junior,
and Jim Shortell of Freshman was
the one that really took the fans
out of their seats. Starting in with
a flurry, Whitaker pounded his foe
all over the ring for the greater
part of the first round. In the second round Shortell staged a rally
of his own, and the two stood toe
to toe in the center of the ring
taking all that the other had to
offer. At the conclusion of the
bout both boys were roundly applauded for their action. The final
bout of the afternoon brought together Frank Straccia and Dick
Kirnane, two middleweights who
were willing to mix it up and did
not hesitate to do so.

By James M. Kean '40
With the customary background
of peanut venders, hawkers and
program boys supplanted by
Sully's placards advertising fresh
hamburgers, hot coffee, and 10cent sundaes, Coach Harry Burns'
accomplished stable of Boston College leather pushers made their
bow into the circle of minor sports
here at the Heights yesterday afternoon when they staged a 10bout carnival in the Cafeteria before some 250 enthusiastic boxing
fans. Every one of the bouts,
which saw the contestants ranging in weights from 125 pounds all
the way to 230 pounds, were evenly
contested and due to an agreement
between the principals decisions
were reserved.
McNulty vs. Hanley
The first bout on the card
brought together two light-heavies
in the persons of Marty Hanley '38
and Mac McNulty, also of '38. In
the first round the battling was
fairly even, but towards the end
Hanley staged a double-barreled
attack to win the round. The second and third rounds saw both
boys making brief rallies in carrying the fight to the other. The
fight was well received by the audiFreezing temperatures fail to
ence. Joe Keagan '40, and Jim
the ardour and spirit of
dampen
next
pair
were
the
'40,
Donnelly
out and both boys handled them- track aspirants these days, as
selves very capably. Donnelley, a wintry blasts from the Reservoir
serve but to push them around the
member of that strange southpaw
boarded
his
oval faster and faster-.
causing
constantly
sect, was
opponent trouble by his unorthodox Because the season is in its early
style of fighting in the first heat. stages, Coach Jack Ryder is cenIn the second round the going was suring optimistic reports but nevvery even with both boys scoring ertheless is looking forward to a
telling punches. The third battle fairly good season. He is highly
however, concerning
of the afternoon saw two middle- optimistic,
weights in the ring. They were some frosh prospects, especially
Phil Thompson '39, and Bill Lei- Hall, whom Jack says is the best
pesha '41. There was little action hurdling find the college has seen
in the initial canto as both boys in many a day.
were feeling each other out. In
The varsity mile relay looks
the second round Thompson let good with five men fighting for
fly a round house right that landed the four positions. Any combinaon the side of Leipesha's head and tion among Gill, Allen, Cady,
in doing so he hurt his hand neces- Green and Lloyd, is promising.
sitating his default to his oppon- The two-mile team is far from
settled with a host of speedsters
ent.
seeking one of the four positions.
Football Punchers
Here again the material is good
The fourth fight on the card proand an excellent foursome should
vided the gathering with plenty of
be arranged, taking your pick of
laughs and thrills when Vito An- Cronin, Roach, Scannell, Russell,
anis and Leo Reardon came to- Hegarty, Powers,
Wiebersiek and
gether to do battle. This bout saw Underwood.
Reardon holding a 20-pound adZeimetz, flashing the form he
vantage over his opponent, but
showed in freshman year is No. 1
that meant little when the two dash
man. Johnson also shows
got together. The first round tabuwell in the short sprints.
The
lation gave the award to Ananis by frosh
are well represented by Maca
midrift.
wallop
virtue of
to Leo's
key, who is making rapid strides.
Those in the front row claim that
A high hurdle trio, led by McVito's hand seemed to disappear
Farland
with McNally and Hall
when he landed the punch. In the
right on his heels, will go places
the
fans
and
round,
second
both
this winter. Another group, the
the boxers got steamed up and the
famous
DePass, Noonan combinabell broke up a very interesting
tion,
gymnasts
of the football
round. In the third heat the lads
season, have abandoned clowning
and
seemed
pep
lost a little of their
for the higher art of pole vaulting.
to be wandering hopelessly about
Gilligan at the shot and discus.
the mid-field stripe. This round
Swenson puting the shot, Ananis
was enlivened somewhat when
behind the hammer and Guinea
Ananis tried to pound off tackle
Singing the javelin, complete the
but was nailed for a loss when
panorama of field events.
Reardon made a nice tackle to
It's easy to see why Jack Ryder
stop him.
is
enthusiastic concerning his
At the conclusion of this bout
freshman squad.
Besides Hall
the flyweights were given a chance
Ross,
there
is
who
prepped at
to show their wares when Tom
Groton
and
has
been
turning in
McDonald and Ed Sharry came tosome fast 600's. Shea, from Watergether. These boys gave a very
bury, Conn., won the Yale interinteresting exhibition for the durascholastic half-mile last year in
tion of their bout which was well
1.59. He continues to burn up the
received. The sixth number on the
Ryder, reeling off brilcard introduced George Devlin of boards for
and half-mile performliant
mile
Junior and Ed Kelleher of Sophoances. Ryan is the leading high
more as a pair of light-heavies. iumper
and considers 6 feet 3 just
This bout gave the fans plenty of
good jumo. Bouregeault
another
action with both boys trying to put
complete Jack's cup
and
Maguire
across some telling blows.
of joy.
Heavyweights Looked Smart
The first intercollegiate meet is
In the seventh bout on the card still a month away, so there's still
the heavies again took the spottime to build up some strong replight with Myles King of Junior
resentations for the Eagles.

Varsity Track
Hard At Work

CONGRATULATIONS CAPTAIN

Cinder
Dust
By George A. McCormack, Jr.
Frank Zeimetz, the scintillating
junior sprinter who has already
tasted the glories of victory over
the premier dash men of the country, is more than ever proving
false the saying that "they never
come back." Zeimetz roared over
the forty and fifty yards in 4.4 and
5.3 on Monday and Tuesday, respectively. These were two of the
coldest days of the current season
and thus served to slow the Brighton speedster. In the indoors and
on a fast track there's no denying

that Frank will be the man to
beat.
*

*

#

*

*

Coach Ryder, famous for his development of middle distance men,
has an embryonic star in John
McLaughlin, a senior who has
flowered forth after three years of
comparative obscurity. An honor
man in the classroom, McLaughlin
raced a nine-lap trial in 3.27 the
first part of the week. This feat
is accentuated when one realizes
it was the first three-quarters he
had run on the boards this year.
*

*

*

*

*

Both Bill Gilligan and Charley
Green are other speedsters building up for the quarter. Both of
these sophomores are capable dash
men who hope to add stamina
enough to race relays. Green is a
much better runner on the boards
than on the cinders while Gilligan,
with Green, experienced relay
work last season as a member of
Among the first to shake hands and wish luck to Bill Flynn, the the frosh team.
newly-elected captain of the 1938 Boston College football team, were
Tony DiNatale and John Curley. The whole student body sends their
Another great prospect that
well-wishes to Captain Bill.
Coach Ryder is bringing along
slowly is Walter Hall of the freshBob Lloyd, the sprinter that for- man class. Hall matriculated as a
sook the dashes, whirled through great 600-yarder but was convert600 yards in 1.17:1 Wednesday ed into a hurdler. In his first time
in competition over the full flight
afternoon which led the mile reof highs, he forced Tom McFarland
lay hopefuls.
to a new track record.
*****

Frosh Runners

Show Plenty

Of Speed

Jack Ryder Pleased
With Freshman
Track Squad
Jack Ryder, veteran B. C. track
coach, is hoping for the first time
in three years, to send a medley
relay team to the big New York
Indoor meets. The reason?some
of the best track material that has
ever entered the Heights.
Walter Hall, a reformed quartermiler, has developed into one of
the best timber toppers in the college. When Tom McFarland, ace
hurdler of the varsity, recently set
the new college record for the
high hurdles, Hall finished less
than a yard in back of him. This
marked Hall's first start in competition
performance
and
his
stamps him as one of the future
aces of Boston College.
Perry Maki, diminutive Japanese-Irish sprinter is gradually
rounding intto form and Coach
Ryder predicts great things to be
in store for him.
One of the real surprises of the
year, however, is "Red" McGuire.
This lad who had never run in his
life before entering Boston College,
is working out very well and under the able tutelage of Coach
Ryder may steal the show from
the more widely heralded stars.
In the distances the team is
represented by two former interscholastic champions. Joe Shea, a
half-miler who has a mark of 1.56
to his credit and Eddie Bourgeault,
one of the best milers to matriculate at Boston College in years,
who was one of the leading prep
school milers in the country last
year while at St. Johns Prep.
Turning to the field events we
Ind Ralph Ryan, English High
star, now giving his full attention

to high jumping and steadily pushing the bar over the 6-foot mark.
In the weights Joe Zabiliski, frosh
football star, working out daily.
This lad lost a world's record in
the hammer throw when he fouled
in a prep school meet.
All in all, it appears that the
frosh team is headed for a very
successful season and the name
of Boston College will be well
represented in the track world.

Howard lox aod 1 ails
because they tell their own tales of
genuine smartness in correct evening
attire. Whether it is a single breasted
or double breasted Tuxedo or a
formal Full Dress you prefer
you
can rely on the Howard garment you
buy to conform to all convention and
good taste. Luxuriously trimmed with
lustrous satin or rich, dull grosgrain.
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Thru the Eagle's Eye
By

JIM

CASEY

to Bill Flynn,
football captain
CONGRATULATIONS
and
to
the
members
of this year's
for the 1938 season
such
choice in electing Lefty to
our

a fine
squad who showed
gridmen next fall. To many, it
Gold
lead the Maroon and
surprise,
a
but
there were quite a few who
may have been
the
election
took place. Right now
edge
before
gave Bill the
on
his
athletic
prowess on the Eagle
busy
carrying
he is
the
second
line.
centering
hockey team
Bill was never a fellow to beget attention through noisy
banter, but it was his quiet yet forceful and unconquerable
personality that won the consideration of his teammates.
Without any doubt, he is one of the hardest and most conscientious workers on Mr. Dobie's squad. He has come a
long way since entering Boston College in September, 1935.
His intial collegiate trials were on Frank Maloney's Eaglet
eleven which went through an undefeated season. Since then
he has worked unnoticed, unheralded but always highly esteemed until last Tuesday when his efforts were crowned
with the election to the captaincy of the Boston College football team.
But Bill found the newly acquired honor had a few
drawbacks. No sooner had the ballots been counted and the
result announced, than a battery of cameramen and reporters
from all the Boston papers whisked Bill away from all his
well-wishers and set him down outside the Tower Building.
Here, Lefty faced as tough an array of male torsoes as he
has met on the gridiron. For over fifteen minutes, he posed
this way and that way, shaking hands with Mr. John Curley
then with ex-captain Tony DiNatale, holding aloft the large
Eagle trophy from the A. A. office and sitting on the ironrail fence. This immediately brought forth taunts of "Stealing Yale's stuff, where's the Bulldog?" But throughout the
whole ordeal, Bill's bright smile never waivered and brightened up the whole atmosphere.
After a lapse of one year, Bill returns the captaincy to
the line which held the honor for three uninterrupted years.
It was three seasons ago that an end last held the title and
then it was Joe O'Brien. The forgotten man of the day was
Tony DiNatale, the 1937 leader, who only a year ago this
time was in all his glory. But Tony knew it was Lefty's day
and was among the most hearty and sincere to congratulate
our new captain.
A quiet, unassuming and rather bashful fellow is Mr.
Flynn. The demands on football captains are many, and
speaking at smokers, banquets and communion breakfasts
are a few of the duties connected with the honor. We know
that Bill will meet everything and put it across. In the meantime, Coach John Kelley is watching Bill develop into a very
fine hockey player. Already he has entered the scoring
column with a marker chalked up to his credit in the Princeton encounter. So come on down to the Arena and give the
new captain a real hand.
Once again, congratulations are in order. Good luck,
Bill. We know you'll be a real leader and a credit to Boston
College on and off the field as you have always been.
KELLEYMEN SWING ALONG
Tonight at the Providence Auditorium, the Eagle skaters
will shoot rubber at the Brown icemen in their second game
of the season. Two weeks of near idleness haven't helped our
sextet any but game time always brings a change. Brown
dropped an unexpected decision to the M. I. T. Engineers not
long ago, and will be out to regain their laurels against another Greater Boston team. This annual tussle with the
Bruins have always been of the most exciting and hardest
fought during the season. It was only a few seasons back
that Tim Ready, the famed goal tender, came out of the
fracas with a large chip taken out of his glove from a wellaimed skate. It's worth the 40 mile trip to watch the newly
outfitted icemen swing along to their first victory.
It is getting to be quite the thing to schedule games
with B. C. and then to have them called off. First it was
St. Anslems, then it was M. I. T. That was bad enough but
now word has come that Dartmouth has called off not only
the home and home hockey series but also the baseball game
scheduled for next spring. They said it was funds. Uncle
Sam isn't the only one who finds all kinds of ways and means
to balance the budget.
Yesterday word came that the Big Green has accepted
Monday's date for a game at the Boston Garden starting
at 8.30. It will be a great game so everyone come.
It seems that the next home appearance of the Kelleymen will be January 14 against Boston University. You
remember. It seems as though we have something to settle
with the Terriers. We can't let them walk off with the hockey
honors as well. Special arrangements are being made for
those who would like to take in the game before going to the
Philomatheia Ball which is to be staged on the same night.
BEFORE THE WHISTLE BLOWS
In a corner of the cafeteria the other afternoon, we
discovered a red, curly thatched head bowed earnestly over
a football. There was a bottle of white ink on the table, and
the lad was carefully penning an inscription on the pigskin.
Who was it? I think it was a Mr. Gill, the old sign maker.
We only hope he is bringing along an underclassman to take
over the duties after next June. What would the A. A. do
without its posters?
There is little doubt as to the owner of B. C.'s finest
vehicle. Mr. Sharkey is rattling about in a blue, weatherbeaten Ford of an unknown year. We who have seen can't
recall anything beyond the last decade. He and Captain
Joe Hartigan are contemplating the 40 mile ride to Providence in it. Well, we certainly wish them God-speed.
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Icemen At Providence Tonight
Ready
Eagles
Dartmouth Game Moved Up
To Battle
To Monday at Boston Garden
Bruins
Players Pleased
With Prospect
Of Battle

Boston College's strong hockey
sextet opens the home season Monday night at the Boston Garden
with the powerful Dartmouth team
as the opponents. The opening
face-off is scheduled for 8:30 and
should start off one of the best
games of the year.
The Big Green, runner-up last
year to Harvard for the Ivy League
title, has a veteran club which is
studded with local stars. Leading
the team's offense is "Bud" Foster,
the dynamic mite from Melrose.
This lad has been the spearhead
of the Hanover attack in the
team's three impressive victories.
The scores of these games were
7-0, 4-1, and 3-0. All were scored
at the expense of strong amateur
clubs and give an inkling of the
opposition's strength.
Also playing a prominent part
in the opponent's success is
"Harpo" Walsh of Walpole. This
former Bay State standout has
continued the fine play of scholastic years and is one of the most
dangerous shots in collegiate circles. Centering between Foster
and Mather of Wellesley, he is
known as the pivot of Dartmouth's
best scoring unit.
One opponent who is looking
forward to this game is Jim
Feeley, the powerful Dartmouth
defence man. He is well remembered around Boston as the backbone of one of Cambridge Latin's
best clubs. As such he was a teammate of our own Joe Powers and
a constant annoyance to Marty
Roscio who was guarding the nets
for Rindge.
Against such a galaxy of stars
B. C. will present its best appearing team of several years. Despite
a 6-2 loss to Princeton, the Eagles
looked powerful. In fact, after the
combination play started clicking
in the third period, the Tigers were
forced to play strictly defensive
hockey.
Hartigan promises to have his
teammates continue the fine play
of that game and to open the
home season auspiciously. Davis,
Sharkey, O'Callahan, Roscio and
the other seniors are determined
to make this a memorable season.
The others are out to do their
share and the team as a whole is
set for a successful year.
So, let's get out this year and
support "Snooks" Kelley and his
players by showing up Monday
night at the Garden. There were
2,000 undergraduates at Dartmouth's game last Wednesday
night when the team overcame
Springfield's Blue Way club 3-0.
We are larger in numbers and
should have at least 5,000 there.

INDIANS CANCEL
HOCKEY SERIES
The Boston College and Dartmouth home and home hockey
series which was to begin on Jan.
11 in Boston has been cancelled
at the request of the Dartouth officials.
The cancellation was made when
the cost of team expenses during
the Dartmouth schedule seemed
likely to exceed the allowance set
by the Athletic budget.
Besides the two with B. C,
games with about six other teams
which were late to contract the
Green have also been dropped.
Yesterday, word was received
from Hanover that one of the
games would be played Monday
night at the Boston Garden. It
will be the first home game of the
Eagles for the current season.

Frosh Ice Team
Holds Outdoor
Practice
A Freshman hockey squad that
is fairly brimming with Greater
Boston interscholastic stars has
been practicing for the past week
under the tutelage of Coach Jack
Burgess and, from all appearances,
looks to be the best Frosh squad
in B. C. hockey history.
Replete with names significant
to schoolboy hockey followers, the
squad held session for the first
time last Saturday, and, if Burgess' enthusiasm means anything,
practice was highly satisfactory.
Naturally no definite line-up is
as yet available but a tentative
first line has Art McCourt, formerly of Wellesley High and an
All-Boy State League choice, centering for Bill Dowd and John
Pryor. Dowd, who is from Stoneham, was an all-scholastic selection last year. Pryor, the most experienced man on the squad, having seen service with Framingham
and Hebron Academy, is the most
scintillating of the many stars.
The probable first defense will
have John Buckley, Stoneham and
Lawrence Academy ace, paired
with Ed Slade, another All-BayStater. In the goal possibly will
be Paul Carlin of B. C. High.
The second line may have Walt
Cuenin, former Maiden captain,
pivoting for John Connor and Ed
Dailey. Frank O'Hara and John
Clark may form the second defense with Will Houilhan in the
strings. Joe Maguire and Frank
Bellew are also prominent candidates for positions on the sextet.
However, any attempt at naming lines and teams at this stage
is plain, honest-to-goodness fatuity and tried only by nitwits, morons and reporters.
Coach Burgess, who was a bit
of a hockey player himself, is now
busy drawing up a schedule that
will include among its opponents,
the fastest of local high school
teas, Prep schools, and the B. U.
and Northeastern Frosh.

Inactivity During
Last Two Weeks
A Handicap
Boston College's hockey team
will invade the Providence Auditorium tonight to cross sticks with
the Brown Bears.
Little Practice For Eagles
The Eagles, handicapped by lack
of practice, dropped their opener
to Princeton in a fast closing last
period clash. The score was held
to respectable figures by the spirit
which Captain Joe Hartigan and
his teammates displayed. Having
little practice again this week, the
Maroon and Gold sextet has another hard attempt for a victory
at Brown's expense.
In the third period of the Princeton debacle, the Eagles showed
some of their accustomed flashy
play. Hartigan led the way to the
Tiger net and created some sensational plays with Sharkey and
Davis figuring in the score. Lefty
Flynn and Frank Lowry teamed
up to produce some classy stick
work that brightened the outlook
for the B. C. club.
O'Callaghan leads the list of defensive luminaries to date as he
staved off many a Princeton assault that evening. All in all
Coach Kelly's charges seem destined to continue the glorious '36

season.
Brown Lost Opener
Brown's sextet was defeated in
a 3 to 2 upset dealt out by M. I. T.
in their opening test of this season
on their home ice. The Bruins
have a ferocious five-man attack
as they demonstrated in the closing minutes of this game. It was
through the heroic work of the
Engineer goalie that the Bears
did not smother them.
Brown jumped into an early
lead set up by Danny Hicks who
tallied less than a minute after
the start of the game on a pass
from Munroe Fagan. This same
Mr. Fagan accounted for the second score when the Bears let caution be gone with the winds and
assaulted the M. I. T. cage with a
formidable array of five determined
young men.
Veteran Teams
Brown has a veteran aggregation
with the exception of Curtis, the
sophomore goalie. B. C. can not
boast of such a veteran team, but
the showing made at Tiger Town
is
in no way one of despair. The
Although nearly every student
have a powerful team that
Eagles
in the college donned skates durmay perhaps better the record set
ing the past week and enjoyed the
up by the famous team led by Jack
best skating in years, Coach John
Burgess.
Kelly and his Boston College
B. C.is not a green team; they
hockey team were not so fortuare
in the pink of condition; don't
nate. It is true that the individual
blue, because they are going
feel
members of the B. C. sextet did
at Provenjoy the outdoor skating. A few to do things up "Brown"
tonight.
idence
gray hairs, however, have been
added to Coach Kelley's head as a
result of the lack of practice sessions, due to the inability to obtain
the Arena and the resultant postponement of two scheduled games.
A determined B. C. Independem
Since the Princeton game al- quintet was edged out in the closmost two weeks ago, the hockey ing minutes of play by the fast
team did not have a practice ses- semi-pro Rockland A. A., last Sunsion until early this week. The
day in the Rockland High School
Arena has been occupied by other
The game ended at 46-43,
gym.
forms of activities and the Boston
with the huge crowd still on their
College hockey team has been
feet.
forced to do without practice.
Henry Woronicz and Frank
Last Saturday the Eagles were
shared high-scoring honors.
Coady
set to play St. Anselms at the
spent a busy afterJan
Kozlowski
Arena. The Hawks depend on an
Rockland's
star cennoon
trailing
outdoor skating rink for their
practice, but since there was no ter, who seemed to be everywhere.
ice, they were unable to obtain Cappy Bryan (in great condition),
that much needed practice. By mu- and Brad Martin, both played a
tual consent the game was post- fast scrappy game. John King,
Finan, Frank Glynn,
and
poned. Tentative negotiations are Bill
Catenacci,
relieved
the
Frank
in progress toward rescheduling
held
their
opponstars
and
weary
the game.
On Tuesday night the game with ents scoreless.
This was the Independent's first
M. I. T. was also postponed because the Arena was not available. game, and all were pleased at
The Engineer's sextet recently de- their performance. The team is
feated Brown 2-1 in a hard fought seeking engagements and any help
battle at Providence. The game from the student body in this diwill be played later on, tentatively rection will be greatly appreciated.
Please see Jan Kozlowski.
in March.

LAST TWO HOCKEY
GAMES CALLED OFF

HOOP TEAM LOSES
TO ROCKLAND A. A.
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Inquiring Reporter Pictures Men
At Work Publishing College News
"Go get it, mister."
"I'm on my way."
With this exchange of words between News Editor John Dromey
and any one of his thirty or so
reporters the curtain rises on the
drama which brings you your copy
of the HEIGHTS each school week.
We say thirty reporters with our
fingers crossed; the number varies
each week depending on the exams
scheduled for the following day or
whether that ride home can be
had at 2:15 instead of 3:10. However, let us suppose none of these
outside influences are conspiring
to suppress the news in this instance.
The confident reporter
stalks out the long corridor of
the HEIGHTS office, felt hat
pushed back on head, pencil behind the ear, and a few sheets of
scrap paper or, if he is really ambitious, a notebook in his hand.
Dromey swings around in his chair
and writes the name of the journalist beside the assignment he has
just given out. This is the only
recognition the poor fellow receives for his efforts and is merely
to prevent the same assignment
from being given twice.
It's not so with the columnists
and feature writers. We get a byline and we only make up what
we write; the newswriter must get
an interview for his information.
However, the reward comes during
the Junior or Senior year in the
form of a position in the managing
or publishing departments. Any
student is eligible for an appointment after he has served one year
as a staff writer. And the inside
dope on the situation is that this
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In our enthusiasm to give some
one the job as next year's editor
we are forgetting our ambitious
reporter. He probably has to cover
the Economics Club, the French
Academy, or the Playshop. Each
one of these societies is given a
write-up at the beginning of the
year. The reporter finds the presidents all too willing to oblige
(publicity you know) and has little
trouble bringing back his story. A
few weeks of this and he breaks
into the headlines on the front
page. Then he has to worry about
deadlines and last minute news.
It's all the more fun since he's
actually writing news and not
secretaries reports on club meetings. In a little while he finds
himself waiting for a campus murder to break.
Now the climax draws near. The
scene changes to the composing
and press rooms located at the
Modern Printing Co. in Newton
Centre. The time is late Thursday night. Everyone becomes tense
as the lead plates start to take
shape preparatory to going to
press Friday morning. Managing
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'year there are very few Juniors
on the staff. Graduation will take
the Seniors leaving many offices
open. At the present time there
is none to fill their shoes. How
about it Juniors? Report for an
assignment at 3:15 on the first
Monday after vacation, stick by
us the rest of the year, and you
will have only yourself to blame
if your name does not appear in
that box on the editorial page next
year.
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Herald-Tribune's Selection

Editor Bob Power steals the show
here. He provides all the thrills of
the daring movie reporter as he
bends over a typewriter, hat on
head, suspenders, sleeves rolled up,
and chewing gum. And he's writing a last minute editorial on Science and Religion to fill space. A
minute later he's clipping proofs
and sticking them on last week's
paper in their proper position for
this week, now he's helping the
editor in the writing of heads,
reading proofs, or cutting up with
the others. We watched Bob Callahan, Jim Casey, Tom True, and
Bob Power for five minutes trying to figure out what they were
doing. We could not decide between ring around the rosy and
the Big Apple when we suddenly
recognized an imaginary basketball game. The linotypers won?
they broke it up so they could get
some work done. Tom McParland
rushes in with the last minute
news from the college, types it out,
gives it to the linotypers and then
the HEIGHTS goes to bed for the
night.
Few of the student body realize
the long hours and hard work on
the part of the staff that goes into
publishing the HEIGHTS each
week and probably no other college
activity is as devoid of thanks and
glory as the college news organ.
Members of the staff can readily
be identified on Friday morning?
they are the ones with the sleepy
eyes and yawning faces, conditions
which are bound to result when
only a few hours of sleep are enjoyed.
?John Ryan '40
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JOHN JANUSAS
Stanley Woodword, the well-known New York sports writer, visited Boston College Tuesday to inform Johnny Janusas, Gil Dobie's
star tackle, that he had been selected to play on the Herald-Tribune's
College All-Star eleven against the New York Giants in the annual
charity contest in September.
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gift package.

